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About This Game

Frozen Synapse is the ultimate tactical game on PC and Mac.
It brings the simultaneous turn-based strategy genre bang up-to-date and lets you give detailed, accurate orders to your squad:

classic gameplay with a modern interface.
Plan your moves, test them out, then hit the "Prime" button: both you and your enemy's turns are executed simultaneously.
Competitive-but-intuitive multiplayer and a huge single player campaign mean that Frozen Synapse will give you hours and

hours of tactical delight.

Key features:

Get a FREE full copy of the game for a friend with every purchase

5 challenging multiplayer modes, including the innovative bidding-based “Secure” and “Hostage Rescue”

55-mission single player campaign with dynamic dialogue and thrilling near-future narrative

Powerful Skirmish Generator

Facebook, Twitter and YouTube integration
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15 Steam Achievements

Integrated IRC chat as well as various community features

Random generation combined with hand-crafted content means that levels and maps are different every time

Critically-acclaimed electronica soundtrack by musician nervous_testpilot
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Music is good, but graphics not! English translation is bad!

Is this game for robots, only, who have reflexes like ... robots? This is not suited for me.. Decided to have a go at it since it
wasn't expensive. Disappointed. I found the actual "Golf" aspect of it to be far too easy, eagling 2 of the first 3 holes and birding
the other. Where is my RPG in that? The RPG element was more of a Zelda style top down combat, but with horrible combat
controls, moves which were all but impossible to avoid, and no simple way to block (you have to time your golf swing with their
attack to block it, and there is no doding.

On top of all this the keys are mapped poorly, and there is no indication of which keys to use to even start the game. For future
reference, use the arrow keys. Z = action or attack, X = magic or cancel, C = character screen, D = Map. I couldn't even start a
new game without randomly hitting keys.

Wont be playing this game again after dying to the frog.. If you don't buy, you are a fool.. I see black screen and hear some
commodore c64 like sound in the background. The game does not work.. I'm sure most of you guys are familiar with the term
'tower defense'. It's a game where you build and upgrade towers to defeat waves of enemies and, later on, bosses trying to
destroy your [insert something random here like a base or village]. If you've seen one of them you've seen pretty much all of
them. Somehow I do enjoy playing them, even though most of them are simply clones. This one is ok I guess. Graphics are
nothing special and it does what it's supposed to do. However, there are definitely better tower defense games around, so get this
one if you've played through all the others.

[Rating: 60\/100]. A little confusing but worth a play through if you find it on sale. A shame, could have been a really good
game.. Just finished a playthrough of FLOBE for a new youtube channel -- we had a blast, will probably reveal more info than a
text based review: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=3zGWgs6bnw0. Not that bad, though I have not played that long. I
could see it getting pretty repetitive placing the same things over and over. Not that many things to do, but if its updated
frequently with better changes it might be great.. Reccomended, with caution.

This is a trippy game, with some facinating promise, but it has some interesting effects with the lightshow.

You gotta play it to really know what I mean, but otherwise - its a game I might be inclined to wander into again when I wish to
really get lost someplace.. Terrible gameplay, 0\/10
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it doesn't even load.. It's usefull, especially for those who have experience with more professional art software, this can keep you
focused on the small pixely nature of a sprite versus the more artistic flowing freedom of a bust graphic, or face graphic. Kind
of kerjiggering an MV base into it to work on some MV stuff, but this is definately a helping hand with keeping things together.

WARNING: The biggest resource this has, is its own tools and layout systems. Do not buy if your expecting to use this primarily
as a generator usng the included parts, you will be dissapointed, But please do take some time to look at them for inspiration,
they can help with your designs, especially if your new to spriting.. Crazy Japanese bullet hell fun. I wish I was better at this
genre so I could truly appreciate the advanced features and the need to ration your kamikaze attacks. Unless you're a bullet-
hell\/danmaku ninja, you have to save your doll roster for specific bosses and reaching the end of the game. Several unlockable
units and bosses for the truly skilled. It's not Bug Princess (Mushihimesama, they made a port of that for iOS, LOLOLOLOL),
but it's still hella tough.. Childhood game you can play for hours still is good even as an adult! 8\/10 overall rating. Very short
game in general its like a mini-game with a highscore thing built in where you just play more and more just to get an affinity of
points.. A slick, atmospheric, puzzler that doesn't hold your hand.. You can simulate 9\/11, but with trains.

Also this game made my \u0430ss feel strange.

I rate it 8\/8 m8. Play it.
Or watch MatthewMatosis's recomendation video and then play it.. Interesting game, love the building elements and how you
purchase items then drag them over to your ship, very neat idea. Not sure about the missions, every time I follow up on a
mission I get killed and have to start over. The interface and how you view your ship and use the mouse to fix view at the sides
for broadside shooting is a great feature, very fluid and works so well. Only played for a short time but had fun indeed. Its not
the same as the building in Space engineers or other games that use blocks that stick together, it seems a lot faster to build ships
and very very simple, again works very well indeed.

Looking forward to seeing what they come up with next, this is a nice little game. This is a terrific game and great value for
money on Steam. The essence of the game is its exceptional match engine which is sophisitcated enough to create a huge variety
of results and outcomes. It is especially good at replicating the real life twists and turns of test match or 4 day cricket. If you are
a cricket fan there is a huge amount of gameplay on offer here. The non-match management is not quite so good - aspects like
training and player regeneration, for example, are a little limiting. But its clear that small improvements are being made with
each edition of the game and the maintenance of the player database is very good with regular updates to reflect real-life
changes or community input. The game doesn't have the range of features or aesthetics of well-resourced series like Football
Manager but in terms of realistic simulation of the actual sport it does very well for itself.
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